
Jennifer L.Jennifer L.
Diligent, Communicative, Resilient

"Believe you can and you're

already halfway there."

- Theodore Roosevelt
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BBIOGRAPHYIOGRAPHY

During her years in the 49ers STEM Leadership InstituteDuring her years in the 49ers STEM Leadership Institute
(SLI), Jennifer broadened her understanding of the(SLI), Jennifer broadened her understanding of the
many areas of STEM and pursued academic success. Inmany areas of STEM and pursued academic success. In
her four years at Santa Clara High School (SCHS),her four years at Santa Clara High School (SCHS),
Jennifer has been on the yearbook staff and, as a senior,Jennifer has been on the yearbook staff and, as a senior,
is now editor-in-chief. During these four years, she hasis now editor-in-chief. During these four years, she has
worked to include the many different aspects of SCHSworked to include the many different aspects of SCHS
and to ensure that underrepresented groups are betterand to ensure that underrepresented groups are better
represented in the book. Aside from being in yearbook,represented in the book. Aside from being in yearbook,
Jennifer has participated in the spring musical in 10thJennifer has participated in the spring musical in 10th
and 11th grade and has been on the water polo teamand 11th grade and has been on the water polo team
since 10th grade.since 10th grade.

In her spare time, Jennifer enjoys all of the arts, whetherIn her spare time, Jennifer enjoys all of the arts, whether
it be singing, drawing, photography, or other forms ofit be singing, drawing, photography, or other forms of
art. Every two months, she visits and performs at seniorart. Every two months, she visits and performs at senior
and rehabilitation centers. Jennifer also tutorsand rehabilitation centers. Jennifer also tutors
elementary students in different subjects thrice a weekelementary students in different subjects thrice a week
and volunteers at FCSN, an organization that benefitsand volunteers at FCSN, an organization that benefits
children with special needs by hosting activies andchildren with special needs by hosting activies and
gatherings through which they can meet new people.gatherings through which they can meet new people.
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